Brake Cap Adaptors leaking
June 13, 2016 || 16-408
Problem: Some brake cap adaptors may leak where the quick connect fitting threads into the adaptor.
Solution: Remove the quick connect fitting and apply blue Loctite to the threads and reassemble. Note: Be sure
both threaded surfaces are clean, dry, and free from debris before applying Loctite and reassembling.

BG Brake Service on Ford high pressure vehicles
June 8, 2015 || 15-379
On 2010 Ford Taurus, 2010 Ford Fusion and other certain models from 2008-2012, Ford recommends using
between 30 and 50 PSI to bleed the brake system. These models use the same standard 3-tab-style brake
reservoir cap. However, when this much pressure is used, the GM Brake Cap Adaptor, PN PF9008, may leak
brake fluid.
To perform the BG Brake Service on high pressure models use BG Brake Cap Adaptor Ford HP, PN PF9038.
The PF9038 has the same diameter and tab length as the PF9008, with an added O-ring that seals into the
neck of the master cylinder reservoir to prevent leaks.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

The Effects of BG Stop Squeal on Stopping Distance
February 23, 2015 || 99-92
Revised version
A major independent automotive research facility conducted a brake performance evaluation of BG Stop
Squeal, Part No. 860. BG Stop Squeal was evaluated for its effect on stopping distance of various vehicles.
The evaluation was conducted on four late-model vehicles utilizing anti-lock braking systems. Only vehicles
with less than 10,000 miles were selected to minimize the amount of brake pad wear. All vehicles had a
minimum of 4,000 miles to ensure that the disc brake pads were adequately preconditioned prior to testing.
The vehicle’s braking systems were inspected for proper operation prior to testing. The front disc brake pads
were instrumented with thermocouples to measure brake temperature during the test phase. Only the front
brake temperatures were monitored on vehicles equipped with four-wheel disc brakes. An optional fifth-wheel
measured the distance required to stop the vehicle after initial brake pedal application. The brake testing was
performed on a one and one-half mile oval track. The vehicles were ballasted with the weight of the driver and
instrumentation required to perform the testing. The same driver performed all the evaluations to eliminate
driver variation.
The vehicles were initially tested without BG Stop Squeal to obtain base-line stopping distances. The brakes
were then disassembled and treated with BG Stop Squeal according to directions prior to a second round of
testing. A third brake test was performed after applying additional BG Stop Squeal to the previously treated
disc brake pads at a treat rate of three times the recommended application.
The test procedure for each vehicle consisted of the following:
Initial Warm Up
1. 60-mph panic stops followed by three 35-mph cooling laps were repeated until the brake temperature
stabilized.
2. The brake performance tests were conducted immediately after the brake temperature stabilized.
30-mph Brake Performance Test
1. A 30-mph panic stop was performed on the vehicle.
2. Initial brake temperature, final brake temperature, stopping distance, and times to stop were recorded.
3. 35-mph cooling laps were conducted to bring the brakes back to their original stabilized temperature.
4. Ten stops were conducted to obtain an average stopping distance.
60-mph Brake Performance Test
1. A 60-mph panic stop was performed on the vehicle.
2. Initial brake temperature, final brake temperature, stopping distance, and time to stop were recorded.
3. 35-mph cooling laps were conducted to bring the brakes back to their original stabilized temperature.
4. Ten stops were conducted to obtain an average stopping distance.

Results
Three of the vehicles were equipped with four-wheel disc brakes. The rear disc brake pads were treated with
the same application of BG Stop Squeal as the front brake pads. Vehicle selection is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Vehicle Selection
Vehicle Odometer Reading Rear Disc
Vehicle A 5,520 Yes
Vehicle B 7,971 No
Vehicle C 7,000 Yes
Vehicle D 4,555 Yes
Only vehicles with anti-lock brakes were evaluated to insure uniform braking throughout the stop. Panic stops
were performed to eliminate driver variation in brake pedal application force. The average 30-mph stopping
distance for the vehicles was approximately 40 feet. Two vehicles showed improvement in average stopping
distance for the 30-mph stops after being treated with BG Stop Squeal. One vehicle showed no improvement
while the last vehicle showed a slight increase in average stopping distance for the 30-mph stops. Applying
BG Stop Squeal at three times the normal treat rate appeared to have little effect on average stopping
distances for the 30-mph stops. The average 30-mph stopping distances are presented in Table 2 and Figure
1.
Table 2. Average 30-mph Stopping Distance (ft)
Vehicle No Treatment Single Treatment Over Treatment
Vehicle A 40.7 41.2 43.3
Vehicle B 42.8 41.7 40.3
Vehicle C 41.0 39.8 40.7
Vehicle D 41.5 41.6 41.4
The average 60-mph stopping distance for the vehicles was approximately 150 feet. Three vehicles showed
improvement in average stopping distance for the 60-mph stops after being treated with the brake noise
inhibitor. The other vehicle showed no improvement or a slight increase in average stopping distance for the
60-mph stops. Applying the disc brake noise inhibitor at three times the normal treat rate appeared to have
little effect on average stopping distance for the 60-mph stops. The average 60-mph stopping distance is
presented in Table 3 and Figure 2.
Table 3. Average 60-mph Stopping Distance (ft)
Vehicle No Treatment Single Treatment Over Treatment
Vehicle A 147.4 147.2 149.2
Vehicle B 154.7 152.2 152.7
Vehicle C 152.0 146.2 147.2
Vehicle D 146.3 143.6 144.8
Conclusion
All the vehicles required approximately the same distance to stop for each of the two speeds. The vehicles
equipped with four-wheel disc brakes performed similarly to the vehicle with front disc brakes only. BG Stop
Squeal appeared to have no effect on stopping distance on the various vehicles. No decrease in performance
was observed when BG Stop Squeal was applied at a treat rate of three times the normal concentration.

BG Brake Service on Isuzu Cabover truck
July 28, 2014 || 14-368
To perform the BG Brake System Service on Isuzu Cabover trucks, use the Isuzu Brake Cap Adaptor, PN
PF9037. It is now in stock. If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

2014 Chevy Sonic and Spark Brake System Service
July 18, 2014 || 14-367
To perform the BG Brake Service on the 2014 Chevrolet Sonic, use GM Brake Cap Adaptor, PN PF9008. This
adaptor is part of the BG Brake Service System Adaptor Kit, PN PF9000. See below.

To perform the BG Brake Service the 2014 Chevrolet Spark, use Suzuki 2-Tab Brake Cap Adaptor, PN
PF9036. This is an optional cap adaptor, not included in the kit. See below.

Contact BG Technical Service with any questions.

2013 Chevy Cruze Brake System Service
February 18, 2014 || 14-365
To perform the BG Brake Service on the 2013 Chevrolet Cruze – and some GM, Mazda, Kia, Ford and
European vehicles 2012 or newer – use BG European Brake Cap Adaptor, PN PF9015.
This adaptor is part of the BG Brake Service System Adaptor Kit, PN PF9000. See photo below for reference.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

Suzuki 2-Tab Brake Cap Adaptor
November 12, 2012 || 12-354
The Suzuki 2-Tab Brake Cap Adaptor, PN PF9036 is now available as an optional adaptor.

If you have any questions, please contact BG technical department.

Two quart canister retrofit for BG PF7
March 5, 2010 || 10-307
BG has a 2-quart canister retrofit kit available for the BG PF7 Brake Service System machine. The part number
for the 2-Quart Canister Retrofit Kit is PF7-043.
There are no plans to produce a 2-quart BG PF7 machine.

Replacement filter bowl for PF9 and PF7
April 30, 2009 || 09-295
The BG PF9 and PF7 Brake Service Systems have self draining pressure regulators located on the inside of
the machine, Part No. PF9105 (PF9) and Part No. PF7-016 (PF7). These regulate the amount of air pressure
to the machines and remove moisture from the incoming air. The regulators have a filter bowl/water trap
attached to the bottom. The trap has a black drain attached to the bottom with a plunger inside. If something
goes wrong with the plunger inside the drain, then air will continually run from the drain. The filter bowl/water
trap will need to be replaced.
In the past the entire regulator had to be purchased to get the filter bowl/water trap. BG now has the filter
bowl/water trap available separately, BG Part No. PF9105-1.

GM Brake Cap Adaptor redesign
December 18, 2008 || 08-286
The GM Brake Cap Adaptor, Part No. PF9008, has been redesigned. The lengths of the retaining tabs have
been shortened 0.15 of an inch. This allows the adaptor to work on GM vehicles and the Ford Fusion. The
updated PF9008 adaptors are in stock and will soon be included with the BG PF9 and BG PF7.
To make the previous PF9008 fit Ford Fusions, the retaining tabs must be filed down 0.15 of an inch.

Isuzu Brake Cap Adaptor
December 18, 2008 || 08-287
BG has a new brake cap for Isuzu Cabover trucks, Part No. PF9033. It is available as an optional adaptor.

Mazda 3 Brake Cap Adaptor
December 18, 2008 || 08-288
BG has a new brake cap adaptor for Mazda 3 vehicles, Part No. PF9035. It is available as an optional adaptor.

Hino Cabover brake cap adaptor
July 25, 2008 || 08-275
BG has a new brake cap adaptor for Hino Cabover trucks. The new part number is PF9028. It is available as
an optional adaptor.

New brake cap adaptor for Toyota and Lexus
May 29, 2007 || 07-259
BG has a new brake cap adaptor for Toyota and Lexus. This is an adjustable O-ring adaptor with adjustable
cam locks, which fits Toyota and Lexus master cylinders with a diameter of 1.69.” This adaptor, BG Part No.
PF9027, is an alternative to the brake cap adaptor PF9022.

If you have any questions, please contact your local BG Sales Rep.

Leaky PF9003 / PF9004
January 31, 2006 || 06-242
There have been several concerns about the PF7/PF9 brake cap adaptor Part Nos. PF9003 and PF9004
leaking. The adaptors will leak under pressure through the threads of the lugs hanging from the underneath
side of the adaptor. The adaptors have been redesigned to eliminate the leak. The new adaptors are now
available and will be included in the PF7 and PF9 soon.
If you have one of these adaptors that are leaking you can either replace it or fix it. To fix the adaptor, turn the
adjustment bolts clockwise until the chain mounts are adjusted away from the body of the adaptor. Using
Channel Locks and a rag, unscrew the lugs hanging from the underneath side of the adaptor. Clean the
threads and wrap with Teflon tape. Tighten the lugs back to the body of the adaptor and the leak is fixed.

7mm brake bleeder adaptor
January 4, 2006 || 06-238
BG now has available a 7mm brake bleeder adaptor for the PF7 and PF9. This wrench typically fits BMW
brake bleeder screws. The new adaptor is in stock and will be included in the PF7 and PF9 fittings kits soon.
The Part No. is PF9057

BG PF7 tank
November 2, 2005 || 05-231
There have been numerous reports of new fluid leaks from the tubing and fittings that connect the bottom of
the PF7 tank to the new fluid service hose port. This problem is being corrected on production machines by
replacing the 5/16 inch nylon tubing and the two push-in fittings with 1/4 inch rubber hose and hose barb
fittings.
A retrofit kit, part number PF7-039, which includes 8 inches of hose, two hose barb fittings and two adjustable
screw clamps to replace the offending section of new fluid plumbing, is available at no charge. A retrofit kit will
be sent to distributors for each PF7 machine ordered to date. It will include all serial numbers from the first
machine through #202-3560. All machines beyond that serial number have been corrected in production.
These kits will begin shipping with your loads within 1–2 weeks.

BG PF9 retrofit kit
April 29, 2005 || 05-221
There have been concerns about the 1 Qt. Retrofit for PF9, Part No. PF9-103. The concern is when the
pressure regulator is backed off or turned down, the brake canister pressure is also released and renders the
pressure release button non-functional. This also creates an outside air passage to the brake fluid allowing the
fluid to absorb water.
To prevent this, a check valve is located between the water filter and the regulator. When the regulator is
turned down, the pressure is trapped in the canister. To relieve the pressure, the pressure release button must
be pushed. This check valve is combined with the push-to-connect fitting that is located on the regulator (see
picture).
If you have a PF9-103 that releases pressure when the pressure regulator is turned down, then the check
valve was either not installed or is not working properly. The check valve will either need to be installed or
replaced. The part number for a new check valve 1/4″ MNPT x 1/4″ tube is PF7-031.

BG PF7 leaky elbow
December 3, 2004 || 04-204
We have had several BG PF7 Brake Service Systems with a leaky fitting. This fitting is a push-to-connect
elbow that is allowed to swivel (see picture). The source of the leak is where the fitting swivels.
The leaky fitting is located directly on the inside of the machine, opposite the new fluid hose.
We have replaced the elbow with a brass elbow and a straight push-to-connect fitting. The brass elbow and
straight push-to-connect fitting are available under one part number, PF7-036.
NOTE: Make sure the brass elbow is oriented in the same direction as the old elbow.

BG Brake Flush Service on the Ford Escape hybrid vehicle
December 3, 2004 || 04-203
BG received a very cordial call from Ford Motor Company concerning the use of our brake flush equipment on
the Ford Escape hybrid. Several Ford dealers have contacted Ford about not being able to use the BG PF7
and BG PF9 units they already have.
Ford has not tested or evaluated our equipment and we have now sent them manuals and videos and
promised them machines if they wanted them.
However, this time we were able to discuss the real issue which turns out to be the brake fluid itself. Because
this vehicle represents a totally new concept for Ford, they insist on controlling all elements of the vehicle
especially the regenerative braking system. To this end they insist that only Ford Motorcraft DOT 3 brake
fluid be used. BG has had a copy of Ford’s DOT 03 brake fluid specification for some time and it is different
from the basic DOT spec in that the wet boiling point is higher than the minimum set by DOT. In other vehicles,
Ford allows the substitution of DOT 4 brake fluid for their Motorcraft DOT 3, but not in the Ford Escape hybrid.
To summarize, Ford may elect to allow the use of the BG PF9 and/or BG PF7 units, but they will insist that the
shop only use Motorcraft DOT 3 fluid on this hybrid, since Ford can control the spec of this fluid.Please
advise your customers that Ford insists on the use of Motorcraft DOT 3 fluid and don’t try to make
them use either BG product at this time on the Ford Escape.
Ford says that they understand that BG Distributors will often loan or lease a machine expecting to pay for it
through product sales, but in this case, they must insist on the use of Motorcraft DOT 3 brake fluid to make
sure the vehicle performs as designed.
Please do not insist that the shop use BG fluid in the Escape hybrid. The use of any brake fluid other
than Ford Motorcraft DOT 3 may void the factory warranty on this vehicle.

European DOT 4 Plus Brake Fluid
August 31, 2004 || 04-194
Mercedes, Volvo and possibly other European car manufacturers specify a brake fluid referred to as DOT 4
Plus or DOT 4+. This product has a higher wet boiling point than BG DOT 4 or any other domestic packager
for that matter. The product is packaged in Europe by BASF and is not available in the U.S. for packaging. The
only way that it would be available to BG Products, Inc., would be to have BASF package and ship to us from
Europe in cases. This is not economically feasible.
BG DOT 4 does not meet the wet boiling point specification of DOT 4 Plus brake fluid. We have
published this information before, but we were not aware of the Volvo requirement, only Mercedes.

BG PF9 adaptors
April 16, 2004 || 04-184
PF9015 European adaptor fits the following vehicles: Saab, Porsche, Jaguar, Volvo, Volkswagen, Saturn, and
Ford Focus.
PF9011 Ford adaptor fits the following vehicles: Late model Chrysler and Nissan
PF9022 Toyota universal adaptor. This is the original Toyota adaptor that was replaced with PF9013 Toyota
adaptor. Some people prefered the original adaptor over the replacement, so we have made it available as an
optional adaptor. Also, a couple of 2004 Toyotas have come out without notches in the brake reservoir making
the PF9013 unusable on these models.
Just remember that it is possible that the BG PF9 adaptors will fit other vehicles that aren’t listed.
If you have any questions or know of any vehicles these adaptors fit that aren’t listed please contact BG
technical department.

PF9 Brake Service System
September 22, 2003 || 03-166
Addendum to Service Guide
When PF9 is in “SUCTION” mode:
Pump is not pulsing and air is rushing out the exhaust on the pump.
The diaphragm in the pump has failed. Disassemble pump and replace diaphragm with BG rebuild kit P/N
PF91020D.
Pump runs and pulls vacuum on gauge but there is NO suction from the SUCTION hose.
There is a blockage in the suction hose. Remove parts from the suction side of the vacuum pump starting with
the quick connect on the hose. Check the vacuum after each part has been removed. When vacuum is present
the last part taken off contains the blockage. Replace plugged part.

Pump runs but doesn’t pull vacuum on gauge.
One of the four air valves in the pump has stuck open with debris. Disassemble pump and clean the valves. If
the machine is serial # 1,000 to 1689 there is NO Y-strainer on the vacuum side of the pump. The Y-stainer
retrofit kit is P/N PF9101R and it will prevent pump plugging. All units above serial 1689 have this strainer
installed.
Y-strainer is plugged. Remove cap from Y-strainer, remove and clean the screen.
Note: There is another Y-strainer on the top of the tank that insures on clean fluid leaves the tank. This Ystrainer will seldom if ever need servicing.

BG PF9 Used Fluid Jug Cap Adaptor
March 5, 2003 || 03-157
The size of the neck and lid on the 2.5 gallon container of BG DOT 3 and DOT 4 Brake Fluid is changing
immediately. The new size of the neck and lid is 63 mm instead of the 48 mm that the BG PF9 is currently set
up for.
It only takes a 9/16″ and a 11/16″ wrench (or an adjustable) and about 30 seconds of time to change out the
lids. You should save the 48 mm lid just in case.
New machines will soon have both caps but the new 63 mm will be the one that is installed.
In a pinch, you can remove a lid from 2.5 gallon of fluid that you are about to use and drill it—just be sure to
make a vent hole!
Lids from other 2.5 BG product containers will work in pinch.

BG PF9 Used Fluid Jug Cap Adaptor
PN PF9075

Recharging BG PF9 Brake Service System
January 4, 2002 || 02-137
If the PF9 unit refuses to draw in new fluid during the refilling or recharging procedure, check these areas:


The clear suction wand must be disconnected from the main suction hose. This allows the
quick coupler on the main hose to act as a shut off valve, otherwise the unit cannot produce vacuum.



The used fluid hose inside the unit that attaches to the used fluid jug must be attached to the jug. This
is what provides the exhaust vent for the vacuum pump, otherwise the quick coupler on the hose acts
as a cut off valve.

Using PF9 Brake Service on product other than Brake Fluid
January 4, 2002 || 02-138
Someone has already attempted to use the vacuum side of the PF9 to extract something other than brake fluid
and killed the vacuum pump.
The materials used in this machine to allow it to be compatible with brake fluid make it incompatible with some
types of lubricants and solvents.
Do not use the BG PF9 to move any product except DOT 3 or DOT 4 Brake Fluid.

PF9
October 11, 2001 || 01-130B

PF9 Use on ABS Systems
Several questions have arisen about flushing and bleeding the brakes on vehicles equipped with Anti-lock
Braking Systems (ABS). We do not have all the answers because there are many configurations of ABS used
on vehicles throughout the world. Some things seem fairly consistent and that is what we will deal with for now.
Attached is a drawing of a typical ABS layout. In addition to the items found in a conventional brake system,
the ABS contains an accumulator pump, motor and reservoir. The accumulator is used to make pressure and
supply fluid from a small reserve when the individual wheel solenoids dump pressure to keep from locking up.
Otherwise the pedal would go down as pressure is released. This is the only time the accumulator is used and
the small amount of fluid it contains is NOT flushed out during a normal flushing procedure. If the pump is
seldom forced to react, the small amount of fluid it contains may be in much better condition than the fluid in
the rest of the system.
None of the OEMs that we have looked at, including Ford, GM, and Chrysler, recommend activating the
accumulator during flushing unless a component was changed or repairs made that could put air in the brake
system. If air DOES become an issue, then a scan tool must be used to activate the accumulator pump for just
a couple of seconds to displace any trapped air. If the fluid is really bad and you want to flush the accumulator
then follow the same OEM procedure as the air bleed.
The procedure for bleeding or flushing the accumulator reads approximately like this: Bleed or flush the brake
system using the normal procedures for conventional brake systems. With the system full of fluid and sealed,

use a scan tool to activate the ABS accumulator for just a couple of seconds and then bleed or flush the
system again to remove any displaced air or old fluid that was pushed out into the main lines.
Again, as a maintenance service, the OEMs do not recommend that the accumulator be flushed because of
the small amount of fluid it holds. They also exhibit concerns that debris from the flushed master cylinder will
reach the accumulator and solenoid valves and get stuck there.
There is another component in the ABS that contains a small amount of fluid that may not get flushed during a
normal maintenance flushing procedure. This is the return line(s) that run from the solenoid dump valves back
to the master cylinder reservoir. On some systems these valves may activate if the accumulator is activated
with the scan tool.
Normal maintenance flushing without activating these valves or the accumulator, still will remove an estimated
80-95 percent of all old fluid. With the system holding less than a quart, that is still a very good flush. It is also
one more important reason to use the super dry and heavily inhibited BG DOT 4 Brake Fluid.

PF9 Service Tips
Suctioning Old Fluid from Bleeders

There will always be air bubbles in the suction tube: When you loosen the bleeder screw and attach the
suction hose, you will always see some air bubbles in the fluid. Air is sucked in around the threads of the
loosened bleeder screw. So just because you see air in the line does not mean there is air in the brake system.
Bleed Time Depends on volume of flow from bleeder screw and condition of fluid (color). As the used
fluid travels through the suction hose and is mixed with air bubbles, it is difficult to determine color or clarity of
the brake fluid. Try pinching the hose flat with your fingers allowing the fluid to puddle in the hose. This seems
to help considerably.
Flushing the first wheel will always take the longest. The first wheel flushed should be the one farthest from the
master cylinder, usually the passenger side rear wheel. Flushing this wheel should normally take 20-30
seconds because it is the longest line and it gets the used fluid that was in the plunger assembly of the master
cylinder. As you move closer to the master cylinder the bleed time should decrease.

PF9 Bleeder Wrench
The bleeder valve wrenches included in the PF9 are not strong enough to open all the bleeders that will be
encountered. They were designed to loosen bleeders that had already been broken loose by other means. We
designed it thin so it would fit into the tight spots.
We will change the steel and heat treat to make it stronger. You won’t see these stronger wrenches until about
machine number 400. They still may not be strong enough to open all stuck bleeders but should handle most.
For now all bleeders should be broken loose with other tools, just using the included bleeder wrenches for the
flushing process and tightening the bleeder.

PF9–Cleaning the Master Cylinder Reservoir
DO NOT use any chemicals to clean reservoir regardless of whether it is metal or plastic. DO NOT clean with
shop rags, as they will leave behind lint. Wipe out reservoir with paper towels that do not shed.

Cleaning filter bowls on PF10, PF12, PF15
March 19, 2001 || 01-115
The clear filter bowls on these systems are made of materials that are NOT compatible with BG brake
cleaners, carb cleaners or intake cleaners. Actually, any aerosol product except glass cleaner has the
capability of damaging these filter bowls.
Best policy is to wipe clean with a dry shop towel or rag.

